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Academic Introduction
Welcome to Semester Base. 

This program seeks to provide you with the necessary tools 
to achieve better results during your studies. This course’s 
duration is 15 weeks, during which you will revise five specific 
fields: social responsibility, developing cognitive skills, reading 
and writing texts, English and Math. This program’s contents 
coincide with some that are found in the PIENSE II test and the 
ones studied in Junior high school.  Also, it will be helpful for 
future learning units such as the Learning Abilities Workshop, 
the ones corresponding to Math and Communication (both 
English and Spanish). These fields are very important for your 
future studies, as they are essential parts of high school.

English Course Introduction
Technological advances and the progress brought by free trade 
treaties around the world demand individuals are familiar with 
a second or third language, English in particular. During the 
course for the English language, you will review grammatical 
rules that you learned in Junior High School. Some of these 
contents are:

• Personal pronouns
• Demonstrative pronouns
• Prepositions 

You will also practice with vocabulary that can help you 
construct sentences.
Remember that for the next 15 weeks, you will work in a 
blended course environment. Your teacher will answer your 
questions during classes and you can answer and practice what 
you learn in class by answering the exercises available for you 
online.
The goal in Semester Base is to provide you with the skills and 
knowledge that will ease your learning process during High 
School.
We bid you a cordial welcome. 

Introduction
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General recommendations
Here you will find a few recommendations to use this manual 
as well as to help you plan your class; it is important that 
you remember that planning your on-site sessions with your 
students is important and will facilitate your efforts to maximize 
their learning.

In this manual you will find a few sections named tips, always 
remember and notes to teacher. It is important that you 
are familiar with them so that you can use them. While self-
explanatory, an introduction to what they include is provided 
below:

• Tips: they provide quick and useful strategies for the 
students to use in class. As a teacher, it is a good idea that 
you are familiar with them so that you can remind your 
learners about using them during your lessons if needed.

• Always remember: these sections provide the learners 
with more detailed strategies that focus on the grammar 
studied on the lesson or about ways to practice the learned 
language. You may want to keep them in mind to use them if 
you consider it necessary.

• Note to teachers: unlike the previous two, these sections 
appear only in this manual and give you some strategies and 
recommendations for activities or for material to use that 
you could try to implement in your class if time and number 
of students allows it.    

Another aspect for you to keep in mind it is to read and review 
the manual before the course starts so that you can plan and 
determine if you will need to bring material to class; some of 
the Note to teachers sections offer suggestions about possible 
materials to use and can give you an idea of what you may wish 
to bring to the classroom.
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Note to teachers:
This course is divided in 18 lessons, 35 classroom exercises 
and 24 online activities. It is recommended that you plan the 
amount of lessons you will work with before each in-classroom 
session. 

During the classroom sessions, it is recommended that you 
take the role of the facilitator. You will provide students with 
the examples that you will find in this book and explain the new 
terms as you introduce them, eliciting concepts when necessary 
during the presentation of grammar formulas included herein. 

However, it is important that you always attempt to foster 
student participation so that learners are allowed to find the 
knowledge on their own as they create the structures they will 
use to communicate in English; this will also provide you with 
the opportunity to evaluate how their fluency and grammar is 
progressing. 

The optional activities section will provide you with an extra 
number of exercises that present a level of English higher than 
the one expected for this course. These exercises can also be 
considered as reinforcement activities. It will be your job to 
establish with your group the proper strategies required to 
implement the optional activities.

It is important you remind your students they need to use the 
online platform, where they can find resources that will be 
helpful for their learning process. Offering assistance in case 
any of your students is having trouble with the platform is also 
suggested.
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Student’s work method
The work method for this course is known as blended learning; 
a part of your work will be done in a classroom, with your 
teacher and classmates, while the rest will be done outside 
the school. For this purpose you will need to access a learning 
platform where you will find resources to further your learning. 

Remember that your teachers will be with you during the 
course to help you reinforce your learning and answer your 
questions. However, it is important that you remember you 
are responsible of your own education. In a blended learning 
system you will be required to do the work but your teacher 
will also be there to guide you. Don’t worry, you aren’t alone, 
you’ll have classmates to work with (and learn from them just 
as they can learn from you). Don’t forget that you all have 
experiences, knowledge and abilities that will be useful to all.

Teacher’s guide for Semestre Base
Welcome to Semestre Base:

We are thankful for your participation in this blended learning 
formative program, which was designed with the goal of 
strengthening and academically reinforcing students accepted 
in Calendar “A” during five modules: Social Responsibility, 
Cognitive Abilities, Mathematics, English, Reading and 
Composition.

The previous modules are hosted in the “Campus Virtual” 
platform operated by the University of Guadalajara’s Middle 
Education System, keep this in mind as you will participate 
both on line and in the classroom.

You will guide the learner during this process; for that, it is 
necessary that you are familiar with blended learning, its 
structure, objectives for the modules and how you will work 
during the duration of Semestre Base. 

Your participation is essential.
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Program’s modality
Semestre Base is a blended learning program, and it combines 
strategies, methods and resources to facilitate the optimization 
and use of communication and information technologies (CIT).

Blended learning programs promote the diversification of 
learning environments prioritizing collaborative work and 
classroom interaction. Therefore it is necessary that both 
learner and teacher become active agents in the platform and 
the classroom.

One of the main goals of this program is to reinforce independent 
learning, which combined with classroom activities provides us 
a universe of learning options.  

Structure
• It is composed by 5 modules: Social Responsibilities, 

Cognitive Abilities, Mathematics, Reading and Composition 
and English.

• Duration of 15 weeks, distributed on 3 weeks per module.
• Working hours: 40 hours online and 20 classroom hours.

Working hours per module

• According to previously established dates, learners will take 
an evaluation instrument to identify their level of proficiency 
on the following areas: mathematics, cognitive skills, reading 
and composition, and English.

Module’s 
Name/
Working 
Hours

Social 
Responsibility

Cognitive 
Abilities

Mathematics Reading and 
Composition

English

Classroom 20 hours 20 hours 20 hours 20 hours 20 hours

Online 40 hours 40 hours 40 hours 40 hours 40 hours

Duration 15 weeks 
distributed in 
3 classroom 
sessions

    3 weeks 3 weeks 3 weeks 3 weeks
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• During the closing week, the learners will take the 
evaluation instrument again, in order to compare the results 
obtained in the second evaluation with those of the first.

Working procedure for the teacher
Didactic support is fundamental and obligatory as it coordinates 
and orients the learning process of our learners. To differentiate 
this labor from merely classroom teaching, it is expected from 
the teacher to work instead as a consultant.

As such, experiences and knowledge are exchanged, doubts are 
answered, learner conviction is reinforced in those areas they 
have conquered, driving them towards further development 
of competencies and their application in their daily life through 
projects and activities established in each module.

During consulting, we also provide the learner with the 
pertinent space so that, via group Exchange, they can build 
their own interpretations leading them to a real meaning of 
what they’re leering.

Your job as a teacher in the classroom will consist in activities 
such as:

• Explain the working methods.
• Establishing due dates for the sending and grading of the 

activities.
• Feedback of the most important aspects of the activities 

that were uploaded and graded in the platform.
• Creating a continuous link between the new activities the 

student answers with the previous ones.
• Providing feedback on a group level of any frequent 

mistakes found in answered activities.
• Promote collaborative work amongst the learners.
• Answering doubts.
• Suggesting extra material or resources to strengthen the 

student’s learning opportunity areas individually or in 
groups.
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Your work in the classroom will focus on the themes with 
lower comprehension levels on the part of the learners and 
in answering their questions; therefore, the uploading of 
homework and other products to the platform is considered 
virtual work.

 “Semestre Base” diagnostic exam
In order to collect and analyze information about the learning 
trajectory, an evaluation process will be implemented (Aduna, 
2006); throughout this program and, therefore, in each one of 
its modules.

a) Evaluation instrument.

According to the pre-established dates, an evaluation instrument 
will be implemented to identify the learners’ abilities in the 
following areas: cognitive skills, mathematics, reading and 
composition, and English. This instrument does not have any 
quantitative value on the final evaluation. 

b) Mid-term evaluation: through work completed both 
in classroom and online.

Recording the grades of the activities in the classroom in the 
platform as well as those completed online, both the learner 
and the teacher can visualize the progress of their individual 
and group growth. 

c) Final evaluation: through the final evaluation 
instrument.

Once the final stage of the module is reached, it will be 
necessary to evaluate the progress of the learners to identify 
their opportunity areas and to strengthen their abilities.

You will be required to capture quantitative grades on the 
Moodle platform, this numeric grade is associated with the 
levels of achievement detailed in the following table.
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During the last week of the module the learners will take the 
initial evaluation instrument a second time with the intention 
of providing evidences of their possible progress in the domain 
levels of the abilities they worked with since the program was 
implemented.  

Notes for the teacher
• Each course’s contents are organized by 3 blocks, 

excepting Social Responsibility, which is characterized by its 
transversality and it is therefore composed of five blocks. 
Each block covers a series of contents, exercises and 
homework to be completed in the classroom and online.  

• Read the student’s book and look at the resources available 
for you in the Virtual Campus platform before you start 
your course.

• It is important that you pay attention to each of the 
questions that the students may have before, during and 
after your on-site sessions with them in the classroom. 

• We recommend that you foster the exchange of opinions 
and team work, through respectful listening and interaction.

Level of 
achievement

Indicator Grade

Optimal Indicates an outstanding domain 
level over the required abilities. 

91-100

Advanced Indicates a satisfactory domain 
level over the required abilities. 

81– 90

Sufficient Indicates a sufficient domain 
level over the required learning 

abilities. 

71-80

Basic Indicates a basic domain over 
the required learning abilities.

60-70

Insufficient Indicates a lack of domain over 
the required learning abilities.

0 - 59
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Teacher’s course path
Before
• Enter: http://campusvirtual.sems.udg.mx/index.php?l=2
• Download the teacher’s book which corresponds to your 

module. 
• Review the blocks in your module and navigate the platform 

to become familiar with it.
• Create a descriptive matrix for each class you will teach. 

During
• We recommend you establish the course’s framework 

during the first session. 
• Answer any doubts your students may have both online and 

on-site. 
• Provide feedback in the platform. Follow these 

recommendations: 
- Start your message greeting the learner by name. 
- Collate the product sent by the student with what is 

required in the teacher’s book or the platform. 
- Identify merits and opportunity areas. 
- If there are opportunity areas, use the phrase 

“however” before you list the necessary corrections. 
- Always end your reply motivating the learners to keep 

up the good job and effort in their activities. 

After 
• Complete the evaluation of all activities in your module in a 

timely manner. 
• The deadline to evaluate your students will be one week 

after you complete your module. 
• Do your closing of activities. 
• Send your results report. 

Online work:
• State the dates for the online work.
• Establish the necessary delivery dates.
• Properly explain that online activities are for home. 
• Online activities include homework delivery and use of 

resources (readings, videos, etc.) 
• Adapt the activities in Semestre Base to your group’s 

characteristics, that is to say, follow the sequence of 
activities you are given, but be flexible with the difficulties 
that may appear during the course (lack of a classroom, 
poor internet connection, lack of resources, etc.) 

http://campusvirtual.sems.udg.mx/index.php?l=2 
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Optional quiz 1 
The following questions are meant as an introduction to English and 
will provide you with an easy introduction to the exercise types that 
you are going to find during this program.
It is recommended that you answer this optional quiz when you 
start your course.

I.- Reading comprehension 
Instructions: read the following text and 
then answer the questions. 

My sister’s note 
Dear Tom, 
I’m going to a job interview today, and 
after that I will eat with my friend Lisa. 
There is some food in the refrigerator for 
you, please clean the kitchen after you 
eat. 
Don’t forget to call grandpa at 5:00, tell 
him he has to take his medicine. 
Your sister, 
Carolina. 
P.S. *Please tell mom. 

Select the correct answer to the following questions. 
1. Who is the note for? 
a) For the mom 
b) For Lisa 
c) For Tom 
       Answer: c 
2. Who is Lisa’s friend? 
a) Tom 
b) Carolina 
c) Tom’s mother 
                 Answer: b 
3. What does Tom have to do at 5:00? 
a) Call Grandpa 
b) Clean the kitchen 
c) Tell mom 
       Answer: a
4. Choose the correct option. 
a) Tom and Lisa are friends 
b) Carolina is going to a supermarket 
c) Lisa is going to a job interview 
       Answer: c 
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5. Where is Carolina going first? 
a) To eat with Lisa 
b) To visit Grandpa 
c) To a job interview 
                  Answer: c

II.- Answer the following questions 
Instructions: Read the sentences and complete with the correct 
option. 
1. Mike is __________ to school. 
a) Studying 
b) Walking 
c) Eating 
d) Sleeping 
                 Answer: b 
2. The dog is thirsty, give it __________. 
a) Food 
b) Love 
c) A friend 
d) Water 
                  Answer: d 
3. Teresa and Laura are working in a document, they are at 
_____________. 
a) The zoo 
b) A party 
c) The office 
d) The airport 
       Answer: c 

4. The car is new, it’s ___________. 
a) Old 
b) A truck 
c) Broken 
d) Red 
       Answer:d 
5. I love Mexican food, my favorite is ______________. 
a) Pizza 
b) Pozole 
c) Sushi 
d) Paella 
                  Answer: b 
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Lesson 1. Personal pronouns
Personal Pronouns are used to represent people and things. We 
use personal pronouns to replace what we are talking about.
Personal pronouns change depending on who or what you are 
talking about, so please study and use the following table to 
remember the correct personal pronoun for the situation.

Lesson I

Person / Persona 
Spanish / Español / English Inglés
Yo I
Tú You (singular)
Él He
Ella She
Nosotros We
Ustedes You (plural)
Ellos They
Eso, esa It

I

We

He

They

She

It
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Learning purpose
At the completion of this activity, students should be able to 
recall the pronunciation of personal pronouns and identify 
them. 

Exercise 1. Pronunciation
For this activity, practice how to pronounce each of the 
personal pronouns. Listen to your teacher and then repeat 
after him until you have learned the correct pronunciation of 
each pronoun. 

Always remember
It is recommended that you and your classmates practice more 
than only pronunciation. It’s important that you all know what 
person we are talking about, and it is a good idea that you ask 
your teacher to explain the differences between the pronouns 
“you” for singular and “you” for plural so that you can use them 
correctly later.

Tips: Point at the person each pronoun is talking about when 
you’re practicing your pronunciation so that you can remember 
them better.

Class resources 
It is recommended that a list of pronouns is available for the 
group to see in order to make this lesson easier.

Note to teachers: 
Once that you feel confident the students are familiar enough 
with the concept, try splitting the class in small groups and have 
them practice the pronunciation of the pronouns, make sure 
the identify the person they are talking about.
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Online activities 
Activity 1. Translate the pronouns to English.

Person / Persona 
Spanish / Español / English Inglés
Yo I
Tú You (singular)
Él He
Ella She
Nosotros We
Ustedes You (plural)
Ellos They
Eso, esa It

Evaluation criteria
• Oral participation and individual effort.
• Work in class (including the exercises in the book)
• Homework (including online work).
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Lesson 2. Verb to be
The verb “to be” is very important for the English language; 
it is used to express the names and characteristics of people 
and objects. In English, this verb has many conjugations, so 
it is important to pay attention when you are studying it. In 
the following table, we present the conjugations of the verb 
“to be” in present, it is essential that you learn them to form 
sentences correctly.

Verbo “to be” / Verb “to be”

Español / Spanish Inglés / English

Pronombre Verbo Pronoun Verb

Yo Soy I Am

Tú Eres You (singular) Are

Él Es He Is

Ella Es She Is

Nosotros Somos We Are

Ustedes Son You (plural) Are

Ellos Son They Are

Eso, esa Es It Is

Always remember 
Remember than when you use the verb “to be” in a sentence, 
we don’t normally use “to” when we conjugate it.

Learning purpose
By the end of this activity, students should be able to correctly 
utilize personal pronouns with the adequate conjugations of 
the verb “to be”.

Lesson 2
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Exercise 2. Pronunciation  
For this activity, you will listen to your teacher as he enounces 
the pronouns with the corresponding form of the verb “to be” 
and repeat after him.

Keep in mind
It is very important that you learn how to conjugate the verb 
“to be” with each of the pronouns, because this will help you 
when you want to form complete sentences.

Tips: To better assimilate this concept, it is recommended that 
you practice with your classmate in small groups of four, so 
that each of you can say the pronouns by turn, pointing at the 
corresponding person as you do.

Exercise 3. Complete
In this activity, complete using the correct conjugation of the 
verb “to be” for each pronoun.

Pronoun Verb
I Am
You (singular) Are
He Is
She Is
We Are
You (plural) Are
They Are
It Is

Class resources 
Board It is recommended that a list of pronouns with the 
conjugations of “to be” is available for the group to see in order 
to make this lesson easier. 
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Note to teachers: 
You can invite students to come to the board to write the 
pronouns that you say. This will help them identify the pronouns 
by sound and to practice writing them properly.

Online activities
Activity 2. Translate the sentences to English.

Spanish English
Yo soy I am
Tú eres You are
El es He is
Ella es She is
Nosotros somos We are
Ustedes son You are
Ellos son They are
Eso, esa es It is

Activity 3.  Complete with the correct conjugation of “to Be” 
or with the right pronoun.

I Am
You are
He Is
She is

We are
 You Are
They are

It is

Evaluation criteria 
• Oral participation and individual effort.
• Work in class (including the exercises in the book).
• Homework (including online work).
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Lesson 3. Vocabulary 
(common objects, adjectives)
We present here the first vocabulary for this leveling course.

Español Inglés Español Inglés Español Inglés

Colores /Colors Adjetivos / Adjectives Cosas / Things

Blanco White Alto Tall Casa House

Azul Blue Bajo Short Automóvil Car

Rojo Red Grande Big Pelota Ball

Verde Green Pequeño Small Juguete Toy

Rosa Pink Gordo Fat Bicicleta Bike

Amarillo Yellow Flaco Thin Cuaderno Notebook

Negro Black Feliz Happy Teléfono Phone

Café Brown Triste Sad Camisa Shirt

Morado Purple Hambriento Hungry Pantalón Pants

Gris Gray Sediento Thirsty Tienda Store

Lesson 3
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Exercise 4. Pronunciation
1.- Practice the pronunciation of these new words with your 
teacher.
2.- Study and memorize the vocabulary.
3.- The teacher will call students at random to ask them for the 
meaning of the words.

Tip: Use mimic to help the definitions of the vocabulary. 

Note to teachers:

It is suggested that you bring along pictures of the objects in the 
vocabulary so that you can show them to the students. You can 
ask them to identify what the object is or about the color. If you 
don’t have pictures, you can draw them on the board.

Online activities
Activity 4. Translate to English or Spanish accordingly.

Español Inglés Español Inglés Español Inglés

Colores /Colors Adjetivos / Adjectives Cosas / Things

Blanco White Alto Tall Casa House

Azul Blue Bajo Short Automóvil Car

Rojo Red Grande Big Pelota Ball

Verde Green Pequeño Small Juguete Toy

Rosa Pink Gordo Fat Bicicleta Bike

Amarillo Yellow Flaco Thin Cuaderno Notebook

Negro Black Feliz Happy Teléfono Phone

Café Brown Triste Sad Camisa Shirt

Morado Purple Hambriento Hungry Pantalón Pants

Gris Gray Sediento Thirsty Tienda Store

Evaluation criteria 
• Oral participation and individual effort.
• Work in class (including the exercises in the book)
• Homework (including online work).
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Lesson 4. Personal pronouns (sentences)
Now that you have learned the personal pronouns, the use of 
the verb “to be” and related vocabulary, it’s time to practice 
creating sentences that use those elements. To form a basic 
sentence in affirmative present, we use the pronouns, verb 
“to be” and the vocabulary that you already know. These 
sentences allow us to give additional information about people, 
animals and objects.
The formula to construct these sentences is this:
Subject + verb “to be” + complement.

For example: 

Lesson 4
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You can create complex sentences using the article “The” 
before the noun.

The formula to construct these sentences is this:
The + noun + to be + complement.

For example: 

Learning purpose
By the end of this activity, students should be able to recognize 
the elements of a basic sentence and to formulate sentences 
on their own.
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Exercise 5. Pronunciation
Read the example sentences from the previous section out 
loud. Listen to your teacher and repeat after him. 

Keep in mind 
When you practice the pronunciation of complex sentences, 
it is important to remember you have to keep good grammar 
and fluency.

Tips: Constant practice is the best way to obtain good grammar 
and fluency, try practicing with your classmates in groups of 
four to increase your domain over this subject.

Exercise 6. Complete 
Complete the following sentences with the correct pronoun 
or form of “to be”. Example: I ___ tall.  I am tall.

1. The car is blue. 
2. I am thirsty. 
3. We are happy. 
4. The house is white. 
5. She is hungry. 

Exercise 7. Put the words in the right order 
The following sentences are in the wrong order. Put the words 
in the correct order. Example: Shirt is the white.   The shirt 
is white.

1. Am short I I am short. 
2. Black is ball the The ball is black.
3. Fat you are You are fat.
4. Small the is toy  The toy is small.
5. Is big store the The store is big.

Tip: You can write sentences on your own and ask your teacher 
to check them.
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Note to teachers:
After your students complete each activity, ask them to read the 
sentences out loud so that you can listen to their pronunciation 
and correct accordingly. If you need them to practice more, 
use the vocabulary and ask them to either write new sentences 
or to form them orally.

Always remember 
It is important that you practice writing sentences with the 
grammar formulas that you see in this book; because they will 
help you learn correct grammar.

Online activities
Activity 5. 
Put the words in the right order. The following sentences are in 
the wrong order. Put the words in the correct order.

Example: Thirsty am I.  I am thirsty.
1. Are short you You are short.
2. Big the is carThe car is big.
3. House brown the is the house is brown.
4. They big areThey are big.
5. She thin is She is thin.
6. Tall he is He is tall.
7. We hungry are We are hungry.
8. Pink shirt is the The shirt is pink.
9. Pants purple the are The pants are purple.
10. Gray ball the is The ball is gray.
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Activity 6.  Complete
Complete the following sentences with the correct pronoun 
or form of “to be”.

Example: I ___ tall.  I am tall.

1. You are thin.
2. We are small.
3. I am big.
4. The bike is yellow.
5. The phone is white.
6. The car is black.
7. He is fat.
8. They are tall.
9. The boy is sad
10. The notebook is red.

Activity 7.  Sentence production
In this activity you have to create sentences using the vocabulary 
in parentheses. 

Example:
(They, happy)  They are happy.
(Car, blue)  The car is blue.

1. (sad, she) she is sad.
2. (brown, toy) the toy is brown.
3. (I, short) I am short.
4. (ball, blue) the ball is blue.
5. (red, car) the car is red.
6. (you, happy) you are happy.
7. (we, small) we are small.
8. (shirt, purple) the shirt is purple.
9. (store, big) the store is big.
10. (tall, he) he is tall.

Evaluation criteria
• Oral participation and individual effort.
• Work in class (including the exercises in the book).
• Homework (including online work).
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Optional activities
The following activities are optional. Use them if you need 
more practice material during your class, or if you wish to 
assign extra homework to your students.

Exercise 1. Find the mistake.
Find the mistake in the following sentences; you will see that 
maybe the verb to be is incorrect or there are extra words. 
After you find it, write a correct version.

1. She am Monica.She is Monica.
2. The car am red.The car is red.
3. They is tall.They are tall.
4. We are he family.We are family.
5. I is Pedro.I am Pedro.
6. The plane is are big The plane is big.
7. He you is Miguel.He is Miguel.
8. The toy are is green.The toy is green.
9. You is short.You are short.
10. He the ball is blue.The ball is blue.

Exercise 2. Complete.
The following sentences are missing the verb to be. Complete 
the sentences using the correct form of the verb to be. 

1. You are tall.
2. The store is big.
3. They are hungry.
4. I am Daniel.
5. The pants are big.
6. The ball is orange.
7. We are thin.
8. He is fat.
9. She is short.
10. The toys are small.
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Exercise 3. Reading comprehension.
Read the following story, when you finish answer the questions 
correctly. *Check for new vocabulary if needed. (For extra 
pronunciation practice, ask your students to read the story out 
loud.)

Falling Asleep.

I go to bed. 
I close my eyes,
but specters in my mind arise.
I punch my pillow,
toss and moan.
Clearly, I
am not alone.
I crack an eyelid,
scan the room –
that’s when I see
dark shadows loom.
I rub my eyes 
so hard they burn.
I crumple up 
my sheets and turn.
I struggle, wrestle
through the night,
then, finally,
at dawn’s first light:
as sunbeams ’cross
my window creep,
I shudder twice
andfall asleep.

     Falling asleep, by B. J. Lee

According to the text:
(*Answers may vary, make sure to check them carefully.)

1. Is she in bed? Yes, she is in bed. 
2. Is she happy? No, she isn’t happy.
3. Is she relaxed? No, she isn’t relaxed.
4. Is she afraid? Yes, she is afraid.
5. Is she sick? No, she isn’t sick.
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Lesson 5. Review
We will review what we studied last week so that you can have 
an easier time assimilating what you are going to learn during 
this class.

Learning purpose
By the end of this review, students should be able to use what 
they have seen in the first week correctly, and to construct 
basic sentences on their own.

Exercise 8. Complete
Complete the following sentences with the correct pronoun 
or form of “to be”.

Example: 

1. They are happy.
2. The car is red.
3. We are sad.
4. You are hungry
5. I am tall.

Lesson 5
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Exercise 9. Put the words in the right order
The following sentences are in the wrong order. Put the words 
in the correct order.

Example: 

1. Are thirsty they They are thirsty.
2. We tall are We are tall.
3. The red is toy The toy is red.
4. Pink shirt the is The shirt is pink.
5. Are Small you You are small.
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Exercise 10. Sentence production
In this activity you have to create sentences using the vocabulary 
in parentheses. 

1. (we, happy) We are happy.
2. (car, white) The car is white.
3.(I, big) I am big.
4. (big, house) The house is big.
5. (blue, phone). The phone is blue.

Note to teachers:
It is recommended that you bring a few pictures to help you 
explain this activity (you can use the ones for the previous 
vocabulary if you want to) in order to help students visualize 
the concept you want them to express as a sentence.

Evaluation criteria 
• Oral participation and individual effort.
• Work in class (including the exercises in the book).
• Homework (including online work).
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Lesson 6. Vocabulary
We present here the second vocabulary for this leveling course.

Español Inglés Español Inglés Español Inglés

Lugares / Locations Habitaciones / Rooms Transportes / Transports

Oficina Office Recámara Bedroom Avión Plane

Iglesia Church Baño Bathroom Tren Train

Zoológico Zoo Sala Living room Camión Bus

Cine Movies Cocina Kitchen Bote Boat

Restaurante Restaurant Jardín Garden Barco Ship

Casa Home Regadera Shower

Parque Park Comedor
Dining 
room 

Escuela School Clóset Closet

Playa Beach Cochera Garage

Centro 
comercial Mall

Patio 
trasero Backyard 

Learning purpose
At the end of this practice, the student should be able to 
recognize and correctly pronounce the words in the vocabulary 
and understand their meaning.

Exercise 11. Pronunciation
1.- Practice the pronunciation of these new words with your 
teacher.
2.- Study and memorize the vocabulary.
3.- The teacher will call students at random to ask them for the 
meaning of the words.

Tip: Use mimic to help the definitions of the vocabulary.

Note to teachers: 
It is suggested that you bring along pictures of the objects in 
the vocabulary so that you can show them to the students. You 
can ask them to create sentences based on the pictures. If you 
don’t have pictures, you can draw them on the board.

Evaluation criteria
• Oral participation and individual effort.
• Work in class (including the exercises in the book).
• Homework (including online work).

Lesson 6
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Lesson 7. Prepositions of places (position and 
direction)
To indicate the place or location where people and objects 
are, we use the prepositions “at, on, in”, and we are going 
to practice them during this class. The formulas to construct 
these sentences depending on the preposition and location are:

 1) Subject + verb to be + preposition + complement.
 2) The + subject + verb to be + preposition + the  
     + complement. 

Preposition “at” 
We use the preposition “at” to indicate we are in common 
places.

Example: 

When we are talking about a location in particular, we must use 
“the” before the noun in the sentence. The exceptions are: 
school, work, home.

Example: 

We are at the zoo.
Subject (WE) + be (ARE) + preposition (AT) + the 

+ complement (ZOO)

The bus is at the mall.

Lesson 7
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Preposition “on” 
We use the preposition “on” for many things; the most notable 
are surfaces, body parts and transports. Let’s practice with 
transports.

Example: 

Miguel is on the boat.
Subject (Miguel) + be (IS) + preposition (ON) + the + complement (BOAT)

She is on the plane.

We use the preposition “in” to talk about countries, cities and 
the rooms in a house. Let’s practice with the rooms in a house.

Example: 

Lorena is in the living room.
Subject (LORENA) + be (IS) + preposition (IN) + the 

+ complement (LIVING ROOM)
They are in the kitchen.

Learning purpose
By the end of this activity students will be able to construct 
sentences expressing location using the prepositions “at, on, 
in”.
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Exercise 12. Pronunciation 
Read the example sentences from the previous section out 
loud. Listen to your teacher and repeat after him.

Keep in mind 
When you practice the pronunciation of complex sentences, 
it is important to remember you have to keep good grammar 
and fluency.

Tips: Constant practice is the best way to obtain good grammar 
and fluency, try practicing with your classmates in groups of 
four to increase your domain over this subject.

Exercise 13. Complete 
Complete the following sentences with the correct form of “to 
be” and the adequate preposition.

Example:  
                      I ___ home.        I am at home.

1. Estela is on the bus.
2. He is at school.
3. We are at the movies.
4. The boy is at the zoo.
5. She is on the boat.

Exercise 14. Put the words in the right order
The following sentences are in the wrong order. Put the words 
in the correct order.

Example: 
                 David home is at.          David is at home.

1. Am office the I at I am at the office.
2. Restaurant he at is the He is at the restaurant.
3. At mall you the are You are at the mall.
4. She ship the on is She is on the ship.
5. I plane on am the I am on the plane.  
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Tip: You can write sentences on your own and ask your teacher 
to check them.

Note to teachers: 
After your students complete each activity, ask them to read the 
sentences out loud so that you can listen to their pronunciation 
and correct accordingly. If you need them to practice more, 
use the vocabulary and ask them to either write new sentences 
or to form them orally.

Online activities
Activity 8. Put the words in the right order.
The following sentences are in the wrong order. Put the words 
in the correct order.

Example:

        Monica school is at.  Monica is at school.

1. Are zoo the you at You are at the zoo.
2. At the store is he She is at the store.
3. Home at they are They are at home.
4. They on bus the are They are on the bus.
5. She the on boat is She is on the boat.
6. Work he at is He is at work.
7. We on the are plane We are on the plane.
8. Mall is Javier the at Javier is at the mall.
9. Patricia at movies the is Patricia is at the movies.
10. Restaurant Cecilia at the is Cecilia is at the restaurant.

Activity 9. Complete
Complete the following sentences with the correct form of “to 
be” and the adequate preposition.

Example: 

        He ___ the beach.  He is at  beach.
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1. You are at the mall.
2. We are on the ship.
3. I am on the train.
4. She is at home.
5. Theodore is on the bus.
6. The car is in the garage.
7. He is at the movies.
8.They are on the plane.
9. The boy is at the circus.
10. Trini is on the boat.

Activity 10. Sentence production
In this activity you have to create sentences using the vocabulary 
in parentheses. 

Example:

      (They, movies)  They are at the movies.
    (Plane, Fernando)  Fernando is on the plane.

1. (bus, she) She is on the bus.
2. (home, boy) The boy is at home.
3. (I, boat) I am on the boat.
4. (movies, David) David is at the movies.
5. (Roberto, work) Roberto is at work.
6. (You, restaurant) You are at the restaurant.
7. (we, plane) We are on the plane.
8. (Silvia, restaurant) Silvia is at the restaurant.
9. (we, mall) We are at the mall.
10. (ship, Mariana) Mariana is on the ship.

Evaluation criteria
• Oral participation and individual effort.
• Work in class (including the exercises in the book).
• Homework (including online work).
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Optional activities
The following activities are optional. Use them if you need 
more practice material during your class, or if you wish to 
assign extra homework to your students.

Exercise 1. Answer correctly
Answer the following Yes / No questions with the correct 
answer using the information in parenthesis.

*If necessary, review the negative form of verb to be with your 
students before doing this exercise.

1. Is the boy tall? (Affirmative) 
    Yes, he is tall.
2. Is she happy? (Affirmative)
    Yes, she is happy.
3. Are we hungry? (Affirmative)
    Yes we are hungry.
4. Are they sad? (Negative)
    No, they aren’t sad.
5. Is the horse black? (Negative)
    No, it isn’t black.
6. Are you Japanese? (Negative)
    No, I’m not Japanese.
7. Is the ball white? (Affirmative)
    Yes, it is white.
8. Is the plane big? (Affirmative)
    Yes, the plane is big.
9. Are the toys small? (Affirmative)
    Yes, the toys are small.
10. Is the car yellow? (Negative)
    No, the car isn’t yellow.
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Exercise 2. Complete
The following sentences are missing the preposition of place. 
Complete the sentences using the correct preposition (in, on, 
at).

1. Mike is at work.
2. The cat is on the bed.
3. Sharon is at the office.
4. The woman is at the Zoo.
5. Pepe is in the kitchen.
6. The books are on the table.
7. Silvia is at the supermarket.
8. Julian is in the living room.
9. The dog is on the couch.
10. The toys are in the box.

Exercise 3. Fix the sentences
The words in the following sentences are all in the wrong 
order. Fix the words and write correct sentences.

1. Bathroom in Federico is.
    Federico is in the bathroom.
2. Dogs bed the on are the.
    The dogs are on the bed.
3. Bedroom in is Mark the.
    Mark is in the bedroom.
4. Toy on chair the is the.
    The toy is on the chair.
5. Samantha at mall is the.
     Samantha is at the mall.
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Exercise 4. Reading comprehension
Read the following story, when you finish answer the questions 
correctly. (For extra pronunciation practice, ask your students to 
read the story out loud.)

Extreme Weather.
Severe storms happen in low-pressure weather systems. 
Warm, wet air begins rising into the air. The higher it rises, 
the cooler it becomes. Water vapor in the air forms drops, a 
process called condensation. The drops join together to form 
clouds, and then precipitation of some kind (rain, sleet, snow, or 
hail) will fall down to Earth’s surface. Although conditions must 
be very specific for a thunderstorm to develop, thunderstorms 
remain the most common kind of extreme weather. Before a 
thunderstorm can develop, there have to be three conditions 
present: the air has to be full of moisture, there must be either 
an intensely heated portion of Earth’s surface sending warm 
air up quickly or an approaching cold front, and the warm air 
that is rising must be warm enough to stay warmer than the 
air it passes through as it rises. The moisture in the rising air 
condenses, clouds form and a storm begins. 
A cold front happens when cold air is moving near the surface 
of Earth, and it pushes warm air up very quickly. This is often 
the beginning of a thunderstorm. Clouds form, and heavy rains 
begin falling. Opposite electrical charges inside storm clouds 
separate, causing lightning to flash towards Earth. Lightning 
has enough energy to heat the air all around it. This sudden 
burst of heat is what causes the noise we know as thunder. 
Thunderstorms often bring disasters with them, including 
floods, fires caused by lightning, damage from hailstones or 
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strong winds, and even tornadoes. A tornado is a spinning mass 
of air over land that can destroy virtually everything in its path. 
A blizzard is a combination of strong winds and extremely 
low temperatures. Snowfall increases until it is so heavy it is 
difficult or impossible to see. People can become lost in the 
snow and freeze to death. Homes can be covered over with 
snow, trapping people indoors. 
A hurricane is the most powerful storm known on Earth. 
Forming over warm ocean waters off the coast of the tropics, 
they can become gigantic swirling mixtures of air and water 
between 100 and 
900 miles wide. Wind speeds can average about 75 miles per 
hour. Hurricanes do the worst damage to coastal cities because 
they quickly lose their strength when they move over land. 
Hurricanes are so large and powerful that their swirling clouds 
can be seen from space. 
Organizations like FEMA (the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency) and the American Red Cross help victims of severe 
weather to deal with its aftermath. 

Recovered from: http://www.k12reader.com/reading-comprehension/
GR6_Extreme_Weather.pdf

According to the text:
(*Answers may vary, make sure to check them carefully.)

1. Are thunderstorms common?
    Yes, they are common.
2. What is a hurricane?
    It is the most powerful storm on Earth.
3. What is FEMA?
    Federal Emergency Management Agency.
4. What is a blizzard?
    A combination of strong winds and low temperatures.
5. What causes the noise we call thunder?
    A sudden burst of heat.

http://www.k12reader.com/reading-comprehension/GR6_Extreme_Weather.pdf
http://www.k12reader.com/reading-comprehension/GR6_Extreme_Weather.pdf
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Lesson 8. Preposition location (review)
We will continue with the previous lesson by reviewing the 
vocabulary related to the rooms in a house.

Learning purpose
At the end of this lesson, students should be able to use the 
vocabulary to form sentences with prepositions of place inside 
a house.

Review
When you wish to express the location of a person or thing 
inside a house, it is necessary to use the preposition “in”  
beforenaming the specific room. Let’s look at another example 
to reaffirm he one from the previous class.

Example: 

 

They are in the dining room.
Subject (THEY) + be (ARE) + preposition (IN) 

+ the + complement (DINING ROOM).

Lesson 8
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Exercise 15. Put the word in the right order
The following sentences are in the wrong order. Put the words 
in the correct order.

Example:

     Gabriel bedroom is the in.  Gabriel is in the bedroom.

1. Bathroom the I am in I am in the bathroom.
2. Kitchen you in are the You are in the kitchen.
3. They bedroom in the are They are in the bedroom.
4. Susan in the is garden Susan is in the garden.
5. I living room in am the I am in the living room.

Tips: You can write sentences on your own and ask your 
teacher to check them.

Exercise 16. Sentence production
In this activity you have to create sentences using the vocabulary 
in parentheses. 

Example: 

(Laura and Mario, living room)  Laura and Mario are in the 
living room.

(shower, Flavio)  Flavio is in the shower. 

1. (garden, she) She is in the garden.
2. (garage, boy) The boy is in the garage.
3. (I, kitchen) I am in the kitchen.
4. (backyard, Sergio and Tomas) Sergio and Tomas are in the 
backyard.
5. (the shirt, closet) The shirt is in the closet.
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Tips: You can write sentences on your own and ask your 
teacher to check them.

Note to teachers: 
After your students complete each activity, ask them to read the 
sentences out loud so that you can listen to their pronunciation 
and correct accordingly. If you need them to practice more, 
use the vocabulary and ask them to either write new sentences 
or to form them orally.

Always remember
There are many different locations that you can use to create 
sentences, consider asking your teacher to give you extra 
locations to help you practice.

Online activities
Activity 11. Put the words in the right order
The following words are in the wrong order. Put the words in 
the correct order.

Example:
Omorhtab.  Bathroom.

1. Moorginliv Living Room
2. Nechitk Kitchen
3. Hboormat Bathroom
4. Eragag Garage
5. Wesrho Shower
6. Drykacab Backyard
7. Drobome Bedroom
8. Idiomrongn Dining room
9. Lesoct closet
10. Nergad Garden
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Activity 12. Sentence production
In this activity you have to create sentences using the vocabulary 
in parentheses. 

Example:
                (they, living room)  they are in the living room.
                        (closet, toy)  The toy is in the closet.

1. (backyard, she) She is in the backyard.
2. (bathroom, Juan) Juan is in the bathroom.
3. (I, dining room) I am in the dining room.
4. (kitchen, David) David is in the kitchen.
5. (Roberto, garage) Roberto is in the garage.
6. (Livier and Maria, garden) Livier and Maria are in the garden.
7. (we, living room) We are in the living room.
8. (Silvia, bedroom) Silvia is in the bedroom.
9. (the pants, closet) The pants are in the closet.
10. (shower, Mariana) Mariana is in the shower.

Evaluation criteria
• Oral participation and individual effort.
• Work in class (including the exercises in the book).
• Homework (including online work).

Learning purpose 
At the end of this practice, students will be able to correctly 
pronounce the words in the vocabulary and to understand 
their meaning.
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Lesson 9. Vocabulary 
We present here the third vocabulary for this leveling course.

Inglés Español Inglés Español Inglés Español

Time / Tiempo Objects / Objetos Animals  /Animales

Morning Mañana Clock Reloj Zebra Cebra

Noon Mediodía Lamp Lámpara Giraffe Jirafa

Afternoon Tarde Book Libro Lion León

Night Noche Doll Muñeca Elephant Elefante

O’Clock En Punto Breakfast Desayuno Monkey Mono

And a half Y media Dinner Cena Bettle Escarabajo

Early Temprano Jacket Chamarra Butterfly Mariposa

Late Tarde Blouse Blusa Bird Ave

On time A tiempo Skirt Falda Bear Oso

Hour Hora Table Mesa Vaca Cow

Lesson 9
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Exercise 17. Pronunciation 
1.- Practice the pronunciation of these new words with 
     your teacher.
2.- Study and memorize the vocabulary.
3.- The teacher will call students at random to ask them for 
      the meaning of the words.    

Tip: Use mimic to help the definitions of the vocabulary.

Evaluation criteria 
• Oral participation and individual effort.
• Work in class (including the exercises in the book).
• Homework (including online work).
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Lesson 10. WH Questions (what, where, when).
When you want to ask for specific information, you will need 
to use “WH” questions to request it. 

Some examples of the information you can gather with “WH” 
questions are the time, location, name, etc.

The “WH” questions are used to ask about:

Where / Dónde
To ask about the location of people and things. 

When / Cuándo
To ask about the moment an action is going to happen.

What / Qué
To ask about the time or about general information.
The basic formula to use “WH” questions is this.

Where is Sergio?
Question “WH” + be + noun or complement

Sergio is at home.
Noun (SERGIO) + be (IS) + preposition (AT) + location.

Lesson 10
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Remember that when you answer a “WH” question you will 
always reply with the information you are requested.

To get a more precise answer, you can include extra information 
in the question.

Example: 

What color is the car?
Question “WH” + extra information (Adjective) + be + noun 

(THE CAR)
The car is blue.

Noun (THE CAR) + be (IS) + adjective (BLUE)

In the above example, we added the word “color” into the 
question to specify what information we want to obtain from 
the answer.

Let’s look at another example:

When is the class?
Question “WH” + be (IS) + noun (THE CLASS)

The class is in the afternoon.
Noun (THE CLASS) + be (IS) + complement (IN THE 

AFTERNOON)

Learning purpose
By the end of this session students will be able to use WH 
questions to gather specific information during a conversation.
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Exercise 18. Answer the questions 
Answer the questions correctly with the available information.

Example: What color is the ball? (Ball, white)
The ball is white.

1. Where is he? (he, the zoo)He is at the zoo.
2. When is breakfast? (breakfast, early)Breakfast is early.
3. What color is the shirt? (the shirt, white)The shirt is white.
4. When is dinner? (dinner, afternoon)Dinner is in the afternoon.
5. Where is the car? (the car, garage)The car is in the garage

Exercise 19. Pronunciation
Using the questions from the previous exercise, form pairs 
and practice your pronunciation with the questions and their 
answers, taking turns to ask and to answer. 

Tips: Practicing the pronunciation of the questions and their 
answers will let you improve your fluency and will also help 
you prepare to participate in more elaborate conversations. 

When you want to ask for the time, the questions you need to 
use is this:

What time is it?
Question “WH” + time + be (IS) + it

To indicate an hour sharp, we use the expression “O’Clock” 
and to indicate half an hour, we use “and a half”.
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What time is it?
Question “WH” + time + be (IS) + itIt is ten O’Clock.
It + be (IS) + hour (TEN) + complement (O’CLOCK).

What time is it?
Question “WH” + time + be (IS) + itIt is seven and a half.
It + be (IS) + hour (SEVEN) + complement (AND A HALF).

When you answer this question, you must tell the exact time, 
to do this you have to remember the numbers in English.

1 One 9 Nine 35 Thirty five
2 Two 10 Ten 40 Forty
3 Three 11 Eleven 45 Forty five
4 Four 12 Twelve 50 Fifty
5 Five 15 Fifteen 55 Fifty five
6 Six 20 Twenty
7 Seven 25Twenty five
8 Eight 30 Thirty

Example: 
What time is it?

Question “WH” + time + be (IS) + itIt is eleven twenty two.It 
+ be (IS) + hour (ELEVEN TWENTY TWO).
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Exercise 20. Answer the questions
Answer the questions correctly with the available 
information. 

Example:  
 What time is it? (11:25)
It is eleven twenty five.

1. What time is it? (10:00) 
It is ten O’clock.

2. What time is it? (01:05)
 It is one five.

3. What time is it? (06:30)
 It is six and a half.

4. What time is it? (04:33) 
It is four thirty three.

5. What time is it? (08:00)
 It is eight O’clock.

Exercise 21. Complete
Complete the question or the answer depending on the 
information you are provided.

Examples:

_______ is Tania?
(Tania is at the zoo).

Where is Tania?
Tania is at the zoo.

What time is it?
_________(7:27)
What time is it?

It is seven twenty seven.
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1. When is dinner? 
Dinner is at night.

2. Where is the toy? 
The toy is in the closet.

3. What time is it?
It is ten fifteen. (10:15)

4. What color is the blouse?
The blouse is yellow.

5. What time is it?
It is five forty four (5:44)

Note to teachers: 
After your students complete each activity, ask them to read 
the questions and answer out loud so that you can listen to 
their pronunciation and correct accordingly. If you need them 
to practice more, use the vocabulary and ask them to create 
new questions so they can practice asking each other.

Online activities
Activity 13. Answer
Answer the questions correctly with the available information.

Example:
What time is it? (09:07)

It is nine seven.

What time is it? (11:00)
It is eleven O’clock.
What time is it? (01:55)
It is one fifty five.
What time is it? (04:30)
It is four and a half.
What time is it? (09:43)
It is nine forty three.
What time is it? (03:50)
It is three fifty.
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Activity 14. Complete
Complete the question or the answer depending on the 
information you are provided.

Example:

Example 1 Example 2
_______ is the concert?
(The concert is at night).

When is the concert?
The concert is at night.

What color is the toy?
_________(red)

What color is the toy?
The toy is red.

1. When is the party? 
The party is at noon.

2. What color is the shirt?
The shirt is white.

3. Where is Michael?
Michael is in the bedroom. (bedroom)

4. Where is the girl?
The girl is in the garden.

5. When is the reunion?
The reunion is in the afternoon. (afternoon)

Always remember
The best way to practice WH questions is by talking to other 
people. A good idea is to create dialogues to ask specific 
information to your classmates, if you need help with this, you 
can always ask your teacher.

Evaluation criteria
• Oral participation and individual effort.
• Work in class (including the exercises in the book).
• Homework (including online work).
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Optional activities
The following activities are optional. Use them if you need more 
practice material during your class, or if you wish to assign extra 
homework to your students.

Exercise 1. Answer correctly
Answer the following WH questions with the correct answer. 
Use the information in parenthesis to build your answer.*If 
necessary, review the WH section of the book with your students 
before doing this exercise.

1. Where are the children? (School)
The children are at school.

2. Where is the car? (Garage)
The car is in the garage.

3. When is the reunion? (Morning)
The reunion is in the morning.

4. What is your name? (Gabriel)
My name is Gabriel.

5. What color is the dog? (Brown)
The dog is brown.

6. What size is the shirt? (Big)
The shirt is big.

7. When is lunch? (Noon)
Lunch is at noon.

8. Where is Peter? (Office)
He is at the office.

9. Where is Juliana? (Store)
She is at the store.

10. What is that vehicle? (Train)
It is a train.
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Exercise 2. Fix the sentences
The following questions are in the wrong order. Put the questions 
in the correct order and then answer them with the information in 
the parenthesis.

1. Color car the what is? (Blue)
What color is the car? It’s blue.

2. Dogs are where the? (Garden)
The dogs are in the garden.

3. Where David is? (Bedroom)
David is in the garden.

4. Breakfast when is? (Morning)
Breakfast is in the morning.

5. Name your is what? (Susy)
My name is Susy.

Exercise 3. Reading comprehension
Read the following story, when you finish answer the questions 
correctly. (For extra pronunciation practice, ask your students to 
read the story out loud.)

Hide and seek. 
In the wild, it often comes down to predator and prey, the hunter 
and the hunted. As you can imagine, most organisms want to stay 
alive. They have developed ways of adapting to severe habitats, and 
hiding or escaping from those who would like to eat them. So how 
do they do it? One very helpful adaptation is called camouflage. You 
may have been surprised by an animal that was using camouflage 
in the past. It blended into its surroundings so well that you nearly 
missed seeing it at all. Its coloring, markings, or other physical 
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features resemble its habitat so much that you can look directly 
at it without seeing it at first. This is often good enough to fool a 
predator that is scanning an area to look for food. This helps prey 
to hide from its predator. But did you know that it often works the 
other way around, too? Predators can use camouflage to trap their 
prey. If a predator wants to eat a certain animal, and that animal 
cannot see it lying in wait, it can pounce on its prey unexpectedly, 
devouring it before it even knows what is happening. 
Another popular adaptation is mimicry. Mimicry is when an animal 
has markings or other physical characteristics that allow it to look 
like some other kind of animal or plant. If it can make its predators 
believe that it is something that preys on them, or would at least be 
difficult or painful to catch, its predator will often go off in search of 
an easier target. 
Sometimes animals are able to survive when their habitat changes 
because they adapt to the new conditions. For example, birds 
that were accustomed to nesting on high cliffs or in tall trees have 
survived industrialization of their habitat by learning to nest in the 
crevices of tall buildings. 
Raccoons easily adapt to residential areas that have taken over their 
woodland homes. They often help themselves to any food they can 
grab, whether it is in trashcans, or inside people’s homes! 

Recovered from: http://www.k12reader.com/reading-comprehension/
GR6_Hide_And_Seek.pdf

Hide and seek.
According to the text: 
(*Answers may vary, make sure to check them carefully.)

1. What is a very helpful adaptation organisms developed? 
Camouflage.

2. What is mimicry?
When an animal has markings similar to plants or other animals.

3. Can birds nest in buildings?
Yes, they can.

4. Can raccoons live in cities?
Yes, they can live in cities.

5. Can predators use camouflage?
Yes, predators can use camouflage.

http://www.k12reader.com/reading-comprehension/GR6_Hide_And_Seek.pdf
http://www.k12reader.com/reading-comprehension/GR6_Hide_And_Seek.pdf
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Lesson 11. Possessive pronouns
The possessive pronouns are used to express possession over 
a thing or object. Possessive pronouns change depending on 
who or what you are talking about, so please study and use the 
following table to remember the correct personal pronoun for 
the situation.

Personal Pronoun English /  Inglés Spanish / Español 
I My Mi, mío, mía
You Your Tuyo, tuya
He His Suyo (de él)
She Her Suyo (de ella)
You Your Suyo (de ustedes)
We Our Nuestro
They Their Suyo (de ellos)
It Its Suyo (de eso, esa)

Learning purpose
At the end of this activity, students will be able to use the 
possessive pronouns correctly.

Exercise 22. Pronunciation

For this activity, practice how to pronounce each of the 
possessive pronouns. Listen to your teacher and then repeat 
after him until you have learned the correct pronunciation of 
each pronoun. It is recommended that you and your classmates 
practice more than only pronunciation. It’s important that you 
all know what person we are talking about, and it is a good idea 
that you ask your teacher to explain the differences between 
the pronouns “your” for “tuyo” and “your” for “suyo” so that 
you can use them correctly, you should also ask any other 
questions you have on this subject.

Keep in mind
The use of possessive pronouns is very important for 
comunication, it is necessary that you practice them until you 
have learned them correctly.

Lesson 11
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Tips: Point at the person each pronoun is talking about when 
you’re practicing your pronunciation so that you can remember 
them better.

Note to teachers: 
You can bring pictures from the previous vocabularies and hand 
them out so that students can use them to practice possession, 
I.E. my car, his toy, etc.

Online activities
Activity 15. Translate the pronouns to English.

Spanish English
Mi, mío, mía My
Tuyo, tuya Your

Suyo (de él) His
Suyo (de ella) Her

Suyo (de ustedes) Your
Nuestro Our

Suyo (de ellos) Their
Suyo (de eso, esa) Its

Evaluation criteria 
• Oral participation and individual effort.
• Work in class (including the exercises in the book)
• Homework (including online work).
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Lesson 12. Demonstratives
To indicate which person, animal or object you are talking 
about, you have to use demonstratives. The demonstratives 
in English are: This, these, that, those. Demonstratives can 
be used in singular, plural, and to indicate the distance of the 
object we are talking about.

Examples:
 

Learning purpose
At the end of this class, students will be able to use the 
demonstratives this, that, these, those.

Exercise 23. Pronunciation 
For this activity, practice how to pronounce each of the 
demonstratives. Listen to your teacher and then repeat after 
him until you have learned the correct pronunciations.

Tips: Point at close and far objects during the pronunciation 
practice so that you have an easier time understanding how 
to use demonstratives. Remember that we normally indicate 
plural in English by adding the letter “s” to the end of the noun.

Lesson 12
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Exercise 24. Complete
Complete the sentences using the correct form of verb to be 
for singular or plural.

Examples: 
That ____ a house  That is a house.
These____ cows.  These are cows.

1. This is a doll.
2. Those are boats.
3. That is a school. 
4. These are toys.
5. This is a car.
6. Those are zebras.

Exercise 25. Sentence production 
Create a demonstrative sentence using the information you 
are provided. Remember to use the correct demonstrative.

Examples: 
Bear, far  That is a bear.

Toys, close  These are toys

1. Car, close This is a car.
2. Boys, close These are boys.
3. Clock, far That is a clock.
4. Giraffes, far Those are giraffes.
5. Shirt, close This is a shirt.
6. Cow, close This is a cow.

Note to teachers: 
After your students complete each activity, ask them to read the 
sentences out loud so that you can listen to their pronunciation 
and correct accordingly. If you need them to practice more,use 
the objects in the classroom and ask them to identify them 
using demonstrative sentences.
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Online activities  
Activity 16. Complete.
Complete the sentences using the correct form of verb to be 
for singular or plural.

Examples:
That ____ a plane  That is a plane.
These____ shirts.  These are shirts.

1. This is a pen.
2. Those are houses.
3. That is a car.
4. These are dolls.
5. This is a lion.
6. Those are books.
7. This is a notebook.
8. That is a jacket.
9. These are elephants. 
10. This is a table.  

Activity 17. Sentence production
Create a demonstrative sentence using the information you 
are provided. Remember to use the correct demonstrative.

Examples:
School, far  That is a school.
Birds, close  These are birds

1. Butterfly, far That is a butterfly.
2. Cars, close These are cars.
3. Monkey, close These is a monkey.
4. Lamps, close These are lamps.
5. House, far That is a house.
6. Skirt, close This is a skirt.
7. Trains, far Those are trains.
8. Restaurant, close This is a restaurant.
9. Zoo, close This is a zoo.
10. Planes, far Those are planes.

Evaluation criteria 
• Oral participation and individual effort.
• Work in class (including the exercises in the book).
• Homework (including online work).
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Lesson 13. Possessive pronouns sentences
Now that we practiced the possessive pronouns and the 
demonstratives, we will learn how to use them to form 
sentences.The formula to create these sentences is:

Learning purpose
At the end of this lesson, students will be able to create and use 
sentences with demonstrative and possessive pronouns.

Always remember
It is very important to remember the proper conjugation of the 
verb “to be” in sentences with possessive pronouns.

Lesson 13
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Exercise 26. Complete 
Complete the sentences with the correct conjugation of the 
verb to be and the correct possessive pronoun. Follow the 
example.

Example: 

This _____ book. (I)  This is my book.
These_____ dolls (she)  These are her dolls.

1. Those are our boats (we)
2. That is their car (they) 
3. This is my clock (I)
4. That is your garden (You)
5. These are his books (he)
6. Those are her pens (she)

Exercise 27. Sentence production

Create a sentence with possessive pronouns and demonstratives 
using the information you are provided.

Examples: 

Boat, far, she  That is her boat.
Bedroom, close, he  This is his bedroom.

1. Kitchen, close, I This is my kitchen.
2. Toys, close, he These are his toys.
3. Clock, far, they That is their clock.
4. School, far, we That is our school.
5. Skirt, close, she This is her skirt.
6. Book, close, you This is your book.

Note to teachers: After your students complete each activity, 
ask them to read the sentences out loud so that you can listen 
to their pronunciation and correct accordingly. If you need 
them to practice more, use the objects in the classroom and 
ask them to identify them using demonstrative sentences with 
possessive pronouns.
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Online activities
Activity 18. Sentence production
Create a sentence with possessive pronouns and demonstratives 
using the information you are provided.

Examples:

School, far, we  That is our school.
Bikes, close, they  These are their bikes.

1. House, far, he That is his house.
2. Cars, close, I These are my cars.
3. Plane, close, you This is your plane.
4. Lamp, close, she This is her lamp.
5. Shirts, far, they Those are their shirts.
6. Skirt, close, I This is my skirt.
7. Cows, far, we Those are our cows.
8. Restaurant, close, you This is your restaurant.
9. Clock, close, I This is my clock.
10. School, far, they That is their school.

Activity 19. Put the words in the right order.
The following sentences are in the wrong order. Put the words 
in the correct order.

Example:

Clock my this is  this is my clock.
Bikes those our are  those are our bikes.

1. House her this is This is her house.
2. His car that is That is his car.
3. Bedrooms their are these These are their bedrooms.
4.Our garden is this This is our garden.
5. Is boat your this This is your boat.
6. My this book is This is my book.

Evaluation criteria 
• Oral participation and individual effort.
• Work in class (including the exercises in the book).
• Homework (including online work).
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Lesson 14. Possessive questions WH
To complete this lesson, we will practice how to use possessive 
pronouns with WH questions. The formula to elaborate this 
questions is: 

What is your name? 
WH Question (WHAT) + be (IS) + possessive pronoun (YOUR) + 

name. 
My name is Gabriel.

Possessive pronoun (MY) + name + be (IS) + noun (GABRIEL).

Remember that when they ask you for specific information 
with the possessive “your” in your answer you will have to use 
the possessive “my”.

Examples:
Where are their books?

WH Question (WHERE) + be (ARE) + possessive pronoun (THEIR) 
+ books. 

Their books are in the living room.
Possessive pronoun (THEIR) + books + be (ARE) + in the living room.

What color is your jacket?
WH Question (WHAT) + color + be (IS) + possessive pronoun 

(YOUR) + jacket.
My jacket is black.

Possessive pronoun (MY) + jacket + be (IS) + black.

When is her class?
WH Question (WHEN) + be (IS) + possessive pronoun (HER) + 

class.
Her class is in the morning.

Possessive pronoun (HER) + class + be (IS) + in the 
morning.

Lesson 14
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Learning purpose
By the end of this class, students will be able to ask and answer 
WH questions with possessive pronouns.

Exercise 28. Dialogue 
Ask your teacher to model the 
following dialogue with a student 
so that you can listen to the 
correct pronunciation; afterwards, 
practice with a classmate.

A: Hello, my name is __________
B: Hello.
A: What is your name?
B: My name is____________
A: Where is the school?
B: The school is on ____________*
A: Ok, and when are the classes?
B: Classes are in the morning and in the afternoon.
A: Thank you!
* Name of Street / nombre de la calle 

Tip: To practice the dialogue, you and your classmate will have 
to take the “A” and “B” roles by turns.

Exercise 29. Answer the questions 
Answer the questions using the information you are provided.

Example:

Where is your bike? (garden)
My bike is in the garden.
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1. When is your class? (in the afternoon)
My class is in the afternoon.

2. Where is her red blouse? (closet)
Her red blouse is in the closet.

3. What is your name? (name)
My name is               .

4. Where is their car? (garage)
Their car is in the garage.

5. What color is our house? (white and green)
Our house is white and green.

Note to teachers: 
After your students complete each activity, ask them to read 
the questions and answer out loud so that you can listen to 
their pronunciation and correct accordingly. If you need them 
to practice more, use the vocabulary and ask them to create 
new questions so they can practice asking each other.

Online activities
Activity 20. Answer the questions.
Answer the questions using the information you are provided.

Example:

Where is his clock? (bedroom)
His clock is in the bedroom.
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1- When is your class? (in the morning)
My class is in the morning.

2. Where is her blue shirt? (living room)
Her blue shirt is in the living room.

3. What color is your house? (brown and white)
My house is brown and white.

4. Where is their sandwich? (kitchen)
Their sandwich is in the kitchen.

5. What is her name? (name)
Her name is              .

6. When is his big conference? (in the afternoon)
His big conference is in the afternoon.

7. Where is his bike? (garage)
His bike is in the garage.

8. Where are your books? (bedroom)
My books are in the bedroom.

9. What color is their boat? (White and yellow)
Their boat is white and yellow.

10. Where is our table? (dining room)
Our table is in the dining room.

Evaluation criteria 
• Oral participation and individual effort.
• Work in class (including the exercises in the book).
• Homework (including online work).
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Optional activities 
The following activities are optional. Use them if you need 
more practice material during your class, or if you wish to assign 
extra homework to your students. This week we will focus on 
reading comprehension, you will find two reading exercises, it 
is recommended that you use them for pronunciation practice 
as well by asking your students to read the texts out loud.

Exercise 1. Reading comprehension
Read the following story, when you finish answer the questions 
correctly. 
*Check for new vocabulary if needed.

Waves & Currents.
When you hear the words waves and currents, your brain might 
immediately make you think about the ocean, or at least some 
form of water. That’s natural, since that is probably what you 
have experienced the most in connection to those two words. 
But waves and currents can be talking about energy as well. 
Energy travels in waves, and electric current is the constant 
flow of electric energy. 
A wave, whether it is in the ocean, on land, or in the air, is 
simply the movement that takes energy from one place to 
another. Many kinds of energy travel in waves. Light, sound, 
and mechanical energy all travel in waves. 
Sound waves, for example, are produced by the vibration of 
particles. Plucking a string on a guitar or violin makes the air 
around the string move back and forth. 
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A wave can be measured based on a comparison of its highest 
point (crest) and lowest point (trough). The distances between 
troughs and the distance between crests are called wavelengths. 
You can use a timer to see how many crests happen in a certain 
amount of time, and that will tell you the frequency of a wave. 
The constant flow of charged particles is an electric current. 
Negatively charged particles move toward positively charged 
particles. Electric current needs an unbroken path, or circuit. 
A circuit is made of wires, an energy source and something that 
requires energy. Then the current can flow! 

Recovered from: http://www.k12reader.com/reading-comprehension/
GR6_Waves_And_Currents.pdf 

According to the text:
(*Answers may vary, make sure to check them carefully.)

1. Can waves and currents be talking about energy?
Yes, they can talk about energy. 

2. What is a wave?
It’s a movement that takes energy from one place to another.

3. What produces sound waves?
The vibration of particles.

4. What is the highest point of a wave called?
It is called a crest.

5. What is the lowest point of a wave called?
It is called a trough.
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Exercise 2. Reading comprehension
Read the following story, when you finish answer the questions 
correctly. 
*Check for new vocabulary if needed.

What’s the forecast?
The weather forecast tells us what the temperature and air conditions 
are likely to be outside in the near future. There is a wide variety of 
weather, from sunny to stormy and warm to cool. It can be rainy or 
cloudy or windy. Listening to or watching the weather forecast can 
help us be prepared so we know what to wear. If weather conditions 
will be severe, like snow, a storm or a hurricane, getting information 
ahead of time can help us prepare so we can stay safe. 

A meteorologist is a person whose job it is to forecast the weather. 
There are many tools available now that help the meteorologist do 
his/her job. A common tool for getting an accurate measurement 
of the temperature is a thermometer. A high temperature probably 
means plenty of sunshine for everyone. 

When the weather is rainy, a meteorologist can use a rain gauge to 
get numerical data about how much rain is falling outdoors. If you are 
lucky, you may be able to see a rainbow if the sun comes out while 
the last of the rain is still sprinkling from the sky. 

Wind brings us weather because it blows clouds from one place 
to another. Therefore, it is helpful to know from which direction 
the wind is blowing. A wind vane can provide this information so 
meteorologists know what is coming. Weather forecasts are not 
always right, but they get more accurate all the time. 
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Recovered from: http://www.k12reader.com/reading-
comprehension/GR6_Whats_The_Forecast.pdf

According to the text:
(*Answers may vary, make sure to check them carefully.)

1. What does the weather forecast tell us?
The temperature and air conditions. 

2. What are some weather varieties?
From sunny to stormy and warm to cool.

3. Who is a meteorologist?
A person who forecasts the weather.

4. What is a common tool to measure temperature?
A thermometer.

5. Are weather forecasts always right?
No, they aren’t always right.
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Lesson 15. Alphabet
We present here the English alphabet. The English alphabet 
consists of 26 letters, each letter has different sounds to what 
you are familiar with; it is important that you know these 
sounds so that you can learn the language.

 

Learning purpose 
At the end of this practice, students will be able to correctly 
pronounce the letters of the English alphabet.

Exercise 30. Pronunciation 
1.- Practice the pronunciation of the alphabet with your teacher.
2.- Study and memorize the alphabet.
3.- The teacher will call students at random to ask them to 
pronounce some letters.

Tip: Listen to the alphabet video available in the platform.

Lesson 15
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Lesson 16. Vocabulary 
We present here the fourth vocabulary for this leveling course.
Verbs in English, like in Spanish, allow us to express the actions 
made by the subject of the sentence.
 

VERBOS / VERBS

Inglés Español Inglés Español Inglés Español

Answer
Contestar, 
Responder Go Ir Speak Hablar

Ask Preguntar Fly Volar Swim Nadar

Call Llamar Listen to Escuchar a Take Tomar

Cook Cocinar Look Mirar Walk Caminar

Do Hacer Move Mover Write Escribir

Draw Dibujar Play Jugar

Drink Beber Prepare Preparar

Drive Conducir Read Leer

Eat Comer Run Correr

Study Estudiar Sleep Dormir

Lesson 16

Always remember
You can use phrasal verbs in conversations, try to create 
sentences with the phrasal verbs in this lesson, this will help 
you practice their use in a conversation.
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Phrasal verbs
In the English language, a phrasal verb is a verb that is made 
from a verb and another word, which can be a preposition or 
an adverb that complement the action expressed by the verb. 
Phrasal verbs are normally translated to Spanish as a single 
word. 

Example: 
Pick up the book

Some common phrasal verbs are:
English Spanish
Pick Up Levantar, recoger

Sit down Sentarse
Stand up Levantarse (de un asiento)
Wake up despertar

Work out Ejercitarse

Learning purpose 
At the end of this practice, students will be able to correctly 
pronounce the verbs in this vocabulary and to understand their 
meaning.

Exercise 31. Pronunciation 
1.- Practice the pronunciation of the verbs with your teacher.
2.- Study and memorize the verbs.
3.- The teacher will call students at random to ask them for the 
meaning of the verbs.

Tip: Use mimic to help convey the definitions of the vocabulary.

Evaluation criteria 
Oral participation and individual effort. Work in class (including 
the exercises in the book). Homework (including online work).
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Lesson 17. Verbs in present simple 
Now that you know some verbs, it’s the time to use them 
to form sentences in the present tense, integrating everything 
that you have learned during this leveling course.
The objective of these sentences is to provide general 
information about the subject. The formula to create sentences 
with verbs is:

First person “I” 

I go to the Zoo.
Subject (I) + verb (GO) + complement (TO THE ZOO)

Second person “you, we, they” 

They write in the notebook.
Subject (THEY) + verb (WRITE) + complement (IN THE 

NOTEBOOK)

Third person “he, she, it” 
He eats breakfast.

Subject (HE) + verb (EAT) + complement (BREAKFAST)

In English, verbs don’t change for the first and second person, 
but you will have to conjugate them for the third person by 
following these instructions:

Add the letter “S” when the verb ends in a consonant:
Run  Runs

Walk  Walks

Lesson 17
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Add the letter “S” when the verb ends in “AY”:
Play  Plays
Stay  Stays

Add “ES” when the verb ends in a vowel:
Do  Does
Go  Goes

Replace the “Y” for “IES” when the verb ends in that letter:
Fly  Flies

Study  Studies

Learning purpose
By the end of this lesson, students should be able to use verbs 
in first, second and third person to create complete sentences 
correctly.

Exercise 32. Put the words in the right order 
The following sentences are in the wrong order. Put the words 
in the correct order.

Example: 

In the afternoon dinner eat I  I eat dinner in the afternoon. Picks 
up he book the . He picks up the book.

1. She English studies She studies English.
2. They work out the afternoon in They work out in the afternoon.
3. Helena dinner cooks Helena cooks dinner.
4. Soccer play you You play soccer.
5. In the notebook write I I write in the notebook.
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Exercise 33. Sentence production
Create sentences using the verbs you are provided and share 
them with the class

Examples: 
Walk, she  she walks in the afternoon.
Read, you  you read in the bedroom.

Study, I I study in the morning.
Draw, he He draws in the notebook.
Go, you You go to the beach.
Pick up she She picks up the books.
Drink, we We drink water.

Note to teachers: 
After your students complete each activity, ask them to read the 
sentences out loud so that you can listen to their pronunciation 
and correct accordingly. If you need them to practice more, 
use the previous vocabularies and use them to get students to 
produce new sentences.

Online activities
Activity 21. Conjugate
Conjugate the verbs in third person.

Example:
He write  He writes.
He fly He flies.
She run She runs.
It jump It jumps.
She draw She draws.
He read He reads.
It sleep It sleeps.
He study He studies.
She play She plays.
She answer She answers.
He do He does.
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Activity 22.  Put the words in the right order
The following sentences are in the wrong order. Put the words 
in the correct order and conjugate the verb when it is necessary.

Example:
Early wake up she  she wakes up early.
Swim they at ten O’clock  They swim at ten O’clock.

We in the afternoon study We study in the afternoon.
I at night videogames play I play videogames at night.
You to school go early You go to school early.
He questions ask in class He asks questions in class.
Dinner late they eat They eat dinner late.
Class the she prepare She prepares the class.
A book she write She writes a book.
The radio listen to I I listen to the radio.
He a plane fly He flies a plane.
English we study We study English.

Evaluation criteria
• Oral participation and individual effort.
• Work in class (including the exercises in the book).
• Homework (including online work).
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Lesson 18. Present progressive
In English, the present progressive or present continuous is 
used to express an action that happens in that moment or that 
is in progress. To create sentences in present continuous, we 
use the verb “to be” plus an action verb with the termination 
“ing”.

The formula to create sentences in present progressive is:

I am playing basquetball. Subject (I) + be (AM) + verb-ing 
(PLAYING) + complement (BASQUETBALL)

We are watching television. Subject (WE) + be (ARE) + verb-
ing (WATCHING) + complement (TELEVISION)

She is reading a book. Subject (SHE) + be (IS) + verb-ing 
(READING) + complement (A BOOK)

Learning purpose
By the end of this session, students should be able to use the 
present progressive in affirmative sentences.

Lesson 18
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Exercise 34. Complete 
Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verb you 
are provided.

Example: 

He is __________. (Study)  He is studying.

1. They are walking. (walk)
2. We are listening to the radio. (listen)
3. I am writing in the notebook. (write)
4. He is flying a plane. (fly)
5. She is calling her mother. (call)
6. They are doing homework. (do)

Exercise 35. Setence production
Create sentences using the verbs you are provided and share 
them with the class

Examples: 
She, run  she is running.
You, read  you are reading.

1. I, work out I am working out.
2. We, drink water We are drinking water.
3. They, cook, hamburgers They are cooking hamburgers.
4. We, speak, English We are speaking English.
5. I, move, the car I am moving the car.
6. I, sleep, early I am sleeping early.

Note to teachers: 
After your students complete each activity, ask them to read the 
sentences out loud so that you can listen to their pronunciation 
and correct accordingly. If you need them to practice more, 
use the previous vocabularies and use them to get students to 
produce new sentences.
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Online activities 
Activity 23. Put the words in the right order.
The following sentences are in the wrong order. Conjugate the 
verb and put the words in the correct order.

Example:
These I pick up books be.  I am picking up these books.

Be pizza eat they  they are eating pizza.

1. Write a book be I I am writing a book.
2. Be television watch we We are watching television.
3. He sleep be in the bedroom He is sleeping in the bedroom.
4. Run we in the morning be We are running in the morning.
5. Music be I listen to I am listening to music.
6. Breakfast be you prepare You are preparing breakfast.
7. The zebra eat be The zebra is eating.
8. To school walk they be They are walking to school.
9. Pick up the shirts be he He is picking up the shirts.
10. Baseball be play he He is playing baseball.

Activity 24. Sentence production
Create sentences using the verbs you are provided and share 
them with the class

Examples:
She, work out  she is working out. 

You, read a book  you are reading a book.

I, study I am studying.
2. We, walk to church We are walking to church.
3. They, sleep, in the living room They are sleeping in the living 
room.
4. She, speak, English She is speaking English.
5. I, drive, the car I am driving the car.
6. He, answer, the exam He is answering the exam.
7. You, cook dinner You are cooking dinner.
8. They, call the teacher They are calling the teacher.
9. We, go to the beach We are going to the beach.
10. I, swim early I am swimming early.
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Evaluation criteria 
• Oral participation and individual effort.
• Work in class (including the exercises in the book).
• Homework (including online work).
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Optional Activities
The following activities are optional. Use them if you need 
more practice material during your class, or if you wish to 
assign extra homework to your students.

1. Complete.
The following sentences are missing the verb. Complete the 
sentences using the correct form of the verb in the parenthesis.

1. Sergio runs in the mornings. (Run)
2. The dog eats special food. (Eat)
3. That plane flies very fast! (Fly)
4. The athlete is good, he jumps very high. (Jump)
5. Helena is lazy, she sleeps all day. (Sleep)
6. Rosa studies to pass her exams. (Study)
7. He does his homework at night. (Do)
8. Marina plays volleyball every day. (Play)
9. Hector reads a book every month. (Read)
10. Sabrina draws very well. (Draw)

2. Reading comprehension.
Read the following story, when you finish answer the questions 
correctly. *Check for new vocabulary if needed.

Self-reflection
Do you ever feel like you are running from one activity to another, 
or studying a mad rush of one subject after another? When things 
happen at such a fast pace, it is easy to lose sight of what you are 
doing, or what you are learning. It is important to stop yourself every 
now and then to think about what you’ve been doing or learning.
Self reflection means stopping the mad rush of activity and calming 
yourself and your mind so your brain can evaluate the input it has 
already received. Some people prefer to do their self reflections 
mentally, while others keep a journal or written notes of some kind. 
Either method can work, depending on what your own personal 
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style is. Whether written or purely mental, the process is the same.
School textbooks are often divided into chapters and units of study. 
This can make it easier for someone who wants to begin the process 
of self reflection to get started. Watch for the times when you 
complete a unit of study in any of the subjects you are learning: math, 
social studies, science, art, or any other topic that might be specific 
to your school. Sometimes you are reminded that the unit is over 
because there is some kind of test or quiz. Use these natural breaks 
as opportunities to stop and reflect. Find a quiet place. This can even 
be sitting at your desk at school when you finish something early and 
the other students are still working. If you are going to take notes, 
take out paper or your reflection journal. Jot down some notes on 
things that you learned in this unit that you did not know before 
you began. Let your mind ponder on the notes you have written 
and make some connections. Sometimes just pausing to think deeply 
allows your brain to make connections so that new information 
can be quickly retrieved when you need it again. Next, think about 
things that you still wonder. For example, maybe you learned about 
a certain body system, but you’re not sure how it works together 
with the other body systems. Maybe you learned a new way to solve 
a math problem, but you’re not sure when to use it. Writing down 
your questions will help you remember to continue seeking answers 
the next time you are exposed to the same topic. Self reflection is 
an essential skill for a successful student. If you have never taken the 
time to reflect, try it now.

Recovered from: http://www.k12reader.com/worksheet/self-
reflection-2/view/ 

According to the text: 
(*Answers may vary, make sure to check them carefully.)

1. What does self-reflection mean?
It means calming yourself and your mind. 

2. What are some ways people practice self-reflection?
Some people do it mentally, others write notes or journals.

3. What is a good place to practice self-reflection?
A quiet place.

4. Why is it important to write down your questions?
Because it will remind you to look for more information about 
something.

5. Is self-reflection an important skill for students?
Yes, it is an essential skill.
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3. Describing a picture.
For this activity, you will need to take a picture of an important 
area of your neighborhood. It can be a park, a building, an 
old house or a store. Insert the picture in a Word document 
and describe it. Pay attention to the people, where they are, 
what they are doing, the number of men and women, their 
clothes and their color, the cars… try to mention everything 
you can see in the picture, be as descriptive as you can. When 
you finish your description, save it and print it so you can bring 
it to school and read it in class.
*You can ask the students to bring the picture so they can write 
the description in class.

Example: 

In this picture you can see three women. Two women are 
talking and one is going to her house. Two women are wearing 
dresses one dress is white and the other is black, the other 
woman is wearing black pants. All the houses have small and 
big windows and are in light colors. You can see two lamps and 
there is a door with two steps in the front of the picture. You 
can also see a sign that says no art inside at the front of the 
image.
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Optional quiz 2
The following exercises will help you check how much you 
learned during the course. You can try this optional quiz to self-
evaluate your progress at the end of the course. 

I.- Reading Comprehension 
Instructions: Read the following text and answer the questions. 

The coyote is a relative of the dog, wolf and jackal. Like its 
relatives, it is a predator and mostly eats other mammals. It 
will, however, eat a wide variety of foods, including insects, 
fruits and vegetables. 

Coyotes are found throughout most of North America, from 
Mexico and Central America to Canada and Alaska. The color 
of its coat depends on where it lives. Mountain coyotes are 
darker than those living in the desert. 

Like the wolf, coyotes live in groups, or packs. The pack is 
usually smaller in number than a wolf pack. All members of the 
pack are usually related. The pack will often divide into pairs 
to hunt. 

Female coyotes have a litter of pups once a year. A litter has an 
average of six pups. Over half of the pups will die before they 
reach adulthood. Male pups usually leave the pack to find their 
own territory. Female pups stay with the parent’s pack. 
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Wolves and coyotes compete for the same prey animals. Since 
the coyote is smaller than the wolf, wolves will usually drive the 
coyote out of any shared territory. 

The coyote adapts easily to new areas. Unlike the buffalo or 
wolf, the coyote’s range increased after human populations 
expanded across the continent. For example, the coyote was 
not native to New England. Once the New England settlers 
eliminated wolves, however, the coyote moved in. Scientists 
who have studied the coyote believe it is better than the wolf 
at living in human areas. 

Coyotes are now found in most large urban areas. They find 
an abundant supply of food in these areas, since coyotes are 
willing to eat garbage, rodents and even small pets, such as 
cats. Scientists estimate that as many as 2,000 coyotes may be 
living in the Chicago area. 

Because of its adaptability, the coyote is not an endangered 
species, or even a threatened species. It has been classified 
as “least concern,” which means it has the lowest risk of 
extinction. 

Recovered from: http://www.k12reader.com/worksheet/coyote-the-
survivor-of-north-america/view/ 
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According to the text: 
(*Answers may vary, make sure to check them carefully.) 

1. Other than meat, what other things can the coyote eat? 
It can eat vegetables, insects and fruits. 

2. What is different between mountain coyotes and desert 
coyotes? 
Mountain coyotes have a darker coat. 

3. Can coyotes compete with wolves? 
No, they can’t. 

4. What happened after human populations expanded? 
The coyote’s range increased. 

5. Mention two reasons why coyotes are now living in human 
areas. 
Coyotes moved in after humans eliminated wolves. Coyotes 
find abundant food in cities like garbage, rodents and pets. 

6. Name four regions where coyotes live. 
Mexico, Central America, Canada and Alaska. 

7. Coyotes live in families, these groups are also called: 
They are called packs. 

8. How many pups can a female coyote have each year? 
They can have an average of six pups. 

9. The coyote is listed as “least concern”, what does this mean? 
It means it’s not an endangered species. 

10. Why do male coyote pups leave their packs? 
They leave to find their own territory. 
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II.- Answer the following questions 
Instructions: Complete with the correct form of verb to be and 
the correct personal pronouns. 

1. Eduardo and Juan ____ classmates, ____ are good friends. 
Answer: are, they 

2. Susana ___ hungry, _____ wants to eat. 
Answer: is, she 

3. The boat ____ big, _____ is expensive, too. 
Answer: is, it 

4. Michael _____ athletic, _____ is good at sports. 
Answer: is, he 

5. This ___ our house, ____ like to live here. 
Answer: is, we 

III.- Answer the following questions 
Instructions: Use the information in parenthesis to answer the 
WH questions. 

1. What time is it now? (5:00) 
It’s five o’clock. 

2. Where is Marina? (Garden) 
She is in the garden 

3. When can we visit the museum? (In the morning) 
We can visit the museum in the morning. 

4. What color are those horses? (Black and brown) 
The horses are black and brown. 

5. Where is the dog? (Bedroom) 
The dog is in the bedroom.
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Introduction

Every day brings new challenges, which without the impact of 
your actions, would not become our students achievements.

We are currently living through great changes that invite us to 
think not only of our present, but about how we will face our 
future and to reflect in how relevant it is to prepare the youth 
of today.

Because of that, and looking at the needs of our schools 
and their Collegiate Divisions, it is suggested that a series of 
exercises focused on helping students review and practice 
contents related to Cognitive Skills, Spanish, Math and English.  
The following exercises aim to help as a tool to strengthen 
contents worth revisiting.

Remember that reinforcing knowledge and skills are the first 
step to optimize our students’ accomplishments and to help 
them feel accompanied by the High School Education System 
in each challenge they may face.

Welcome.

Introduction (for students only)

Here you will find an introduction to language structures which 
are important for you to visit or revisit in order to push your 
English skills to the next level; you are expected to work and 
study this section on your own, but you can ask your teacher 
for assistance in case of any questions of doubts. 

Language 
Structures
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Much and many

Much

We use “much” with uncountable nouns, we use it in questions 
and in negative sentences.
Uncountable nouns are things that you can’t count, like time, 
sand, milk, sugar, etc.
Example:

Negative answers:

 
Is there much milk in your glass?

No, there isn’t much milk in my glass.
We always use “there isn’t” or “there is not” followed by 

“much” in negative answers. 

Affirmative answers:
Is there much soy sauce in the bottle?

Yes, there is a little soy sauce in the bottle.
Yes, there is some soy sauce in the bottle.

Yes, there is a lot of soy sauce in the bottle.

We always use “there is” in affirmative answers to questions 
with “much”; we then use “a little” for a small quantity, “some” 
for a regular quantity, and “a lot of” for a big quantity of the 
object.
We use “how much” to ask for specific information about the 
thing or object.
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Example:

 
How much bread is there in the kitchen?

There is a lot of bread in the kitchen.

How much shampoo is there in the bathroom?
There is some shampoo in the bathroom.

Remember that uncountable nouns are always singular.

Many

We use “many” to talk about countable nouns, we normally 
use it in questions and negative sentences.
Countable nouns are things that you can count, like eggs, 
tomatoes, bottles, pencils, etc.
Example:

Negative answers:
Are there many horses in the farm?

No, there aren’t many horses in the farm.
We always use “there aren’t” or “there are not” followed by 
“many” in negative answers. 

Affirmative answers:

 
Are there many tomatoes in the refrigerator?

Yes, there are a few tomatoes in the refrigerator.
Yes, there are some tomatoes in the refrigerator.

Yes, there are a lot of tomatoes in the refrigerator.
We always use “there are” in affirmative answers to questions 
with “many”; we then use “a few” and “some” for a small or 
regular quantity, and “a lot of” for a big quantity of the object.
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We use “how many” to ask for specific information about the 
thing or object.
Example:

How many kilos of apples are there in the box?
There are five kilos of apples in the box.

There is one kilo of apples in the box
How many boys are there in the classroom?

There are twenty boys in the classroom.
There is one boy in the classroom.

Remember that countable nouns are normally plural, except 
when there is only one of the object.

Comparative Adjectives

You can use comparative adjectives to compare people, 
animals, objects and things.
Example:

You can use a comparative adjective + than to compare two 
people, places, or things.

The blue truck is newer than the gray truck.
You can use a comparative adjective+ noun when the 

comparison is clear from context.
The blue truck is more expensive than the gray truck.

You must add “er” to the end of one syllable adjectives to 
create the comparative form. If the adjective ends in “e” you 
need to add “r”.
Example:

Small ⇢ smaller. Tall ⇢ taller
White ⇢ whiter. Nice ⇢ nicer

You will have to use “more” before most long adjectives 
(adjectives that have two or more syllables) to create the 
comparative form.
Example:

Peter is more intelligent than Sofia.
Do you think movies are more important than books?

Remember that some adjectives have an irregular comparative 
form that you must memorize.
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Example:

Good ⇢ better. Bad ⇢ worse
Far ⇢ farther/further

 
The passive voice (introduction)

We use the passive voice in English when the subject of the 
sentence is the receiver of the action in the sentence.
Example:
 

Lasagna is sold in Italian restaurants.
Radio shows are recorded in radio stations.

New cars are assembled in factories.
Remember that the formula for the passive voice is: be 
(conjugated) + verb in past participle.

Let’s compare active and passive voice. 

The object of the active voice sentence is the subject of the 
passive voice sentence. If the maker of the action (the agent or 
person who performs the action) is mentioned in the sentence, 
it is followed with “by”.
Example:

Active: 
The mechanic fixes cars.

The mechanic (subject) + fixes (verb) + cars (object).
Passive:

Cars are fixed by the mechanic.
Cars (subject) + are (be) + fixed (verb in past participle) + by 

+ the mechanic (agent).
Remember that it is important to study and memorize the 
verbs in past participle to use passive voice correctly.
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Here you can see a small list with some verbs in past and past 
participle:

Online activities

Now that we have completed this introduction to language 
structures, proceed to answer the activities you can find on 
the platform. 

Exercises

I. Reading comprehension.
Let’s practice your reading skills. Read the following text and 
then answer the questions.

 
Cesar Chavez

“Si, Se Puede” (“Yes, it can be done”)
By: Sue Peterson
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Cesar Estrada Chavez (1927-1993) was a Mexican-American 
labor leader who used non-violent methods to fight for the 
rights of migrant farm workers in the southwestern United 
States. Migrant workers often move from farm to farm or 
from town to town to find work. It is usually difficult work and 
does not pay a high wage. Chavez was influenced greatly by 
the peaceful philosophies of St. Francis of Assisi and Mohandas 
Gandhi.

Chavez was born in Arizona. When he was ten-years old, his 
parents lost the family farm because of the Great Depression. 
They were forced to become migrant workers themselves. 
Chavez worked part-time in the farm fields with his family 
in Arizona and later in California, when his family lived there. 
After graduating from 8th grade, Chavez worked full-time to 
help support his family.

He served in the U.S. Navy during WWII, married Helen Fabela 
in 1948, and eventually helped raise a family of eight children. 
Chavez and his wife helped teach Mexican immigrants to 
read and helped them with voting registration. Chavez was 
concerned over the health and working conditions of the 
migrant population. He did not like the use of pesticides, the 
name of the chemicals used to kill bugs on the crops. He knew 
that pesticides could make human beings sick. He organized a 
group of people to help work for the rights of farm workers. 
They worked on many goals like increasing the wages for the 
workers, improving their working conditions, and improving 
the safety for the farmworkers.

Chavez helped organize strikes, whereby the workers chose 
to stop working to protest some important issues related to 
work. For example, the migrant workers went on strike to 
protest the poor wages, poor working conditions, and lack 
of safety on their jobs. They refused to work until something 
changed regarding their salary and these working conditions. 
The public, that is consumers like you, sometimes chooses to 
support the strike by not buying certain products or not buying 
from a certain store, etc. This is called a boycott. Boycotts put 
pressure on the people who make decisions regarding those 
who are protesting and striking.
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Chavez went on many hunger strikes, too, which is another 
type of strike to prove a point and draw attention to what his 
concerns were. In a hunger strike, you basically do not eat 
until the demands are met. Chavez was able to use the hunger 
strikes to move legislators to change the laws to improve the 
lives of farm workers. Because of Chavez’s actions, he was 
jailed many times. Despite this, he continued his goal of helping 
to fight for the migrant worker.

Chavez, with aid from Dolores Huerta and Gilbert Padilla, 
started a union called the National Farm Workers Association 
(NFWA) to help fight for social justice. He organized a national 
boycott of lettuce and grapes. The name NFWA was changed 
to the United Farm Workers (UFW) in 1974. In 1978, some of 
the demands for better wages and working conditions were 
met, so the boycott for the lettuce and grapes was lifted.

Throughout his life, Chavez’s motto was “Si, se puede”. This 
meant, “Yes, it can be done”. Chavez proved that it could be 
done. His work for fair treatment and better pay for migrant 
workers helped make the lives of millions of people better. 
After a lifetime of working to help these people, Chavez died 
in 1993. He received the Presidential Medal of Freedom after 
his death. Chavez’s children and grandchildren continue in his 
footsteps to help fight for the rights for migrant workers.

© Sue Peterson 2012

www.k5learning.com

1. What are 3 reasons that there were migrant farm worker 
“strikes” mentioned in the text?
a. To protest poor wages
b. To protest working conditions
c. To protest safety conditions
d. To be able to go on vacation
Answer: a, b, c

2. What is the name of the union that Chavez started?
a. The Migrant Association
b. The National Farm Workers Association
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c. Farmers All United
d. All for One
Answer: B

3. The union name changed to ______ in 1974.
a. Si, Se Puede
b. United Farm Workers
c. Workers All
d. Farming for All
Answer: B

II. Passive voice

Read the following active and passive sentences, then choose 
the correct verb to complete the sentence.

1. The singer ___ a beautiful dress
a. Wore
b. Wears
c. Wearing
d. Weared
Answer: A

2. Many men ___ in farms.
a. Working
b. works
c. work
d. workes
Answer: B
 
3. Old TV shows ____ in black and white.
a. Are film
b. Is filmed
c. were filmed
d. Are films
Answer: C

4. The office ___ at the beginning of the week.
a. Was cleaning
b. Be clean
c. Is cleaned
d. Are cleans
Answer: C
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III. Comparatives

Read each sentence and then complete it with the correct 
comparative form.

1. New TVs are _____ than the old ones.

a. Expensive
b. More expensive
c. More
d. much expensiver
Answer: B

2. Do you think money is ___ than friends?

a. Important
b. Importanter
c. More important
d. much important
Answer: c

3. This coat is _____ than that one.

a. Nicer
b. Many nicer
c. More nicest
d. much nice
Answer: A

4. My new laptop is ____ than my old one.

a. More fast
b. More faster
c. Many fast
d. Faster
Answer: D
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IV. Much and Many.

Read the sentences below and then select the correct option 
to complete it.

1. ______ apples have you got?

a. Many
b. How many
c. Much
d. How much
Answer: b

2. ________ water do you drink a day? 

a. Much
b. How many
c. Many
d. How much
Answer: d

3. How ____ money do you have?

a. Much
b. How many
c. Many
d. How much
Answer: a

4. Mexico has _______ beaches. 

a. Many
b. How many
c. Much
d. How much
Answer: a
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